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Abstract  

Since the onset of the global financial crisis at the end of 2008 green projects are 
becoming increasingly important, and green economy is becoming more and more 
interesting as an area of research for numerous authors. In this regard, the paper will 
analyze green bonds that represent an integral part of green finances, i.e. a significant 
instrument of green economy and a useful mean in fighting climate changes. These 
securities mostly represent non-taxable financial instruments and have high credit rating, 
which is why they are very attractive to investors. Green bonds attract more and more 
attention in the largest world economies, i.e. in China and USA as the major emitters of 
greenhouse gases. However, they also have a notable role on the markets of some other 
countries, i.e. France, Germany, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, India, and South 
Africa. Green bonds can be of a great significance for the Republic of Serbia, as well. The 
Republic of Serbia has adopted, in the process of joining the European Union in early 
2020, a Negotiating position for the Chapter 27, i.e. the chapter related to environment and 
climate changes.  
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УЛOГA И ЗНAЧAJ ЗEЛEНИХ OБВEЗНИЦA  

НA СAВРEMEНOM  ФИНAНСИJСКOM TРЖИШTУ 

Апстракт  

Oд нaстaнкa глoбaлнe финaнсиjскe кризe крajeм 2008. гoдинe, зeлeни прojeкти 
имajу свe вeћи знaчaj, a зeлeнa eкoнoмиja пoстaje свe интeрeсантниja oблaст истрa-
живaњa брojних aутoрa. С тим у вeзи, у рaду ћe бити aнaлизирaнe зeлeнe oбвeзницe, 

кoje прeдстaвљajу интeгрaлни дeo зeлeних финaнсиja, oднoснo знaчajни инструмeнт 
зeлeнe eкoнoмиje и кoриснo срeдствo у бoрби прoтив климaтских прoмeнa. Oвe хaр-
тиje oд врeднoсти углaвнoм прeдстaвљajу нeoпoрeзивe финaнсиjскe инструмeнтe и 
имajу висoк крeдитни рejтинг, пa су вeoмa привлaчнe зa инвeститoрe. Зeлeнe oбвeз-
ницe привлaчe свe вeћу пaжњу у нajвeћим свeтским eкoнoмиjaмa, oднoснo Кини и 
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СAД кao нajвeћим eмитeримa гaсoвa сa eфeктoм стaклeнe бaштe. Meђутим, oнe 
имajу зaпaжeну улoгу и нa тржиштимa нeких других зeмaљa, нпр. Фрaнцускe, 
Нeмaчкe, Нoрвeшкe, Швeдскe, Дaнскe, Финскe, Индиje и Jужнe Aфрикe. Taкoђe, зe-
лeнe oбвeзницe мoгу бити oд вeликoг знaчaja и зa Рeпублику Србиjу. Рeпубликa Ср-
биja je у прoцeсу приступaњa Eврoпскoj униjи пoчeткoм 2020. гoдинe усвojилa Прe-
гoвaрaчку пoзициjу зa Пoглaвљe 27, oднoснo пoглaвљe кoje сe oднoси нa живoтну 
срeдину и климaтскe прoмeнe.  

Кључне речи:  зeлeнa eкoнoмиja, живoтнa срeдинa, климaтскe прoмeнe, зелене 

обвезнице, стaндaрди. 

INTRODUCTION 

Green bonds represent an integral part of green finances which, in 

relation to the traditional finances, place more importance on the relation-

ship between human survival and environmental protection (Xiaoguang 

Zhou & Yadi Cui, 2019). Green bonds are mostly defined as securities 

with fixed yield (fixed – income securities). They represent a debt finan-

cial instrument issued for the purpose of financing environmental projects 

(Laskowska, 2017, p. 71). Although the idea of using securities in financ-

ing environmental projects is very old, green bonds represent a young fi-

nancial instrument. However, they have become part of a dynamic envi-

ronmental trend in the capital market in a relatively short time and repre-

sent a very attractive instrument for investors (Laskowska, 2017, p. 70). 

Green bonds follow tax incentive policies, i.e. green bonds mostly repre-

sent non-taxable securities and have high investment rating (Echo Kaixi 

Wang, 2018, p. 471). Also, green bonds offer to the investors the oppor-

tunity to participate in financing environmental projects that mitigate 

harmful impact of climate changes or adjust to them, improve renewable 

energy sources and energy efficiency, enable more efficient traffic with 

reduced pollution, provide clean/drinking water or resolve numerous en-

vironmental and other problems (Scott M. Stringer, 2014, p. 2). 

Financing green investments by means of green bonds issuance has 

numerous advantages compared to alternative ways and the following are 

the most important. First, green bonds can contribute to supporting sus-

tainable development of financial markets since they secure transparency 

of assets. Second, green bonds facilitate long-term investments and can 

reduce the mismatch of maturity term between the long-term time hori-

zons of the issuers and short-term interests of the investors for invest-

ments: issuers can issue long-term bonds, while the investors have a 

chance to sell their bonds in any moment. Third, green bonds positively 

influence the reputation of issuers. Fourth, green bonds can attract a larg-

er and more diverse group of investors (Berensmann, Dafe, & Linden-

berg, 2017). However, although there are numerous advantages the ex-

plosive growth of green bonds market can be obstructed if the security of 

green bonds assets is not institutionalized. (Talbot, 2017, p. 129). In the 
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absence of compulsory regulations and standards related to the green 

bonds, the issuers may use the collected assets for other purposes, i.e. in 

the same manner as regular bonds. In this regard, at the international level 

the principles that represent guidelines for the development of green 

bonds market are defined. Also, pursuant to these guidelines at national 

level numerous standards and regulations related to this segment of finan-

cial market have been defined.  

In early 2020, the Republic of Serbia adopted the Negotiating posi-

tion for the Chapter 27 in the process of joining the European Union (Ne-

gotiating group 27). This chapter is related to the environment and cli-

mate changes and represents the most extensive and demanding chapter 

in the stated process. An important prerequisite for opening Chapter 27 

was the establishment of the Green fund, which was established in 2016, 

four years after the Fund for the protection of environment stopped work-

ing (it functioned in the period between 2009-2012). Also, in May 2017, 

the Republic of Serbia adopted the so-called Paris Agreement (Ministry 

for environmental protection, the Republic of Serbia, 2017). The Paris 

Agreement aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to the level that will 

limit the temperature growth at global level under 2оC. Having in mind 

that the implementation of the projects in the field of environmental pro-

tection, the use of renewable energy sources, mitigation of climate chang-

es, etc. demands engaging larger amounts of assets, the analysis of green 

bonds as one of the ways to finance these projects has great theoretical 

and practical significance. 

CONCEPT AND CHARACTERISTICS OF GREEN BONDS 

Based on numerous criteria that can be used for defining green 

projects, a large number of various definitions of green bonds have 

emerged. In the literature, Green bonds are most often defined as “envi-

ronmental bonds” (Kaminker & Steward, 2012, p. 34). In this regard, 

green bonds represent the bonds directed to financing investments related 

to environmental benefit or they are directed at the reduction of sensitivi-

ty to environmental changes. The main areas of using green bonds are re-

newable energy sources, energy efficiency, clean traffic and management 

of water and waste (Laskowska, 2017, p. 71). Also, according to Josué 

Banga (2019, p.18) green bonds are the bonds, the assets of which are 

used for financing environmental projects such as projects related to re-

newable resources, water efficiency and energy efficiency, bioenergetics 

and traffic with low carbon content. However, a broader definition of 

green bonds also includes the bonds known as “climate bonds” (Climate 

Brief N°14). In this regard, green bonds are used for financing environ-

mental projects, but also the projects in the field of mitigating climate 

changes (Talbot, 2017, p. 130). According to Trompeter Luke (2017) 
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green bonds are used for financing projects related to the prevention of 

climate changes, preservation of biodiversity, reduction of pollution, im-

provement of renewable energy sources, development of clean traffic and 

clean water. A very broad definition of green bonds was provided by 

Chiang (2017, p. 7) according to which green bonds represent the issu-

ance of debt financial instruments of the public and private sectors and 

multilateral institutions by which climate and other environmental pro-

jects are financed (Chiang, 2017, p. 7). So, it can be said that green bonds 

are standard (traditional) bonds, but with one essential difference. With 

standard bonds, the investors cannot decide on how to use the funds from 

bonds (Thiam Hee Ng, Jacqueline Yujia Tao, 2016, p. 6; Laskowska, 

2017, 70). On the other hand, green bonds are offered to the investors on 

the market as “green” so the funds thus collected must be used to finance 

environmental projects.   

Green bonds represent fixed income securities used for financing 

concrete projects that are in favor of ecology and climate (Nassiry, 2018). 

Also, according to Ehlers & Packer (2017) and Laskowska (2017) green 

bonds are fixed income securities by which projects contributing to the 

improvement of natural environment are financed and refinanced. These 

securities are especially convenient for financing investments in sustaina-

ble infrastructure because they represent financial instruments that offer 

the investors stable and long-term return of investment (Nassiry, 2018). 

The maturity term of green bonds in the period from 2014 to 2016 ranged 

between seven and eight years, but later this term was extended (Ehlers & 

Packer, 2017). In order to encourage issuers of these securities, green 

bonds are tax free and have high credit rating (Trompeter Luke, 2017; Eh-

lers & Packer, 2017). Also, based on the analysis that encompasses the 

period 2014-2017 it has been established that the issuers of green bonds 

borrow at lower margin (spread-u) compared to traditional bonds (Ehlers 

& Packer, 2017).  

Green bonds make up a small part of the global bond market (fixed 

income market). According to S&P Global, green bonds represent only 

1.4% of total fixed-income market (S&P Global 2017). However, alt-

hough green bonds have a small share in total bond market they attract 

more and more attention because thousands of billions of dollars of capi-

tal from the public and private sectors will be needed to meet goals of re-

ducing emissions of harmful gases. Green bonds attract numerous inves-

tors devoted to using the assets from bonds for the purpose harmonized 

with Environmental Social Governance (ESG) purposes (Echo Kaixi 

Wang, 2018, p. 472). Until the onset of the global financial crisis at the 

end of 2008, green bonds were a concept in which investors were not in-

terested much since traditional investors considered environmental pro-

jects risky and unprofitable (Josué Banga, 2019, p.18, Abou Arrage, J. & 

Abdel Hady, S. 2019, p. 12). However, interest of the investors in green 
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bonds has grown significantly recently, which is in accordance with the 

growing fight against climate change. In this regard, the representatives 

of almost 200 countries at the end of 2015 reached the agreement in Paris 

on the objectives of climate changes (so-called Paris Agreement) 

(Chiang, 2017, p. 5). The representatives of developed countries agreed to 

invest at least USD 100 billion annually into the projects related to the 

fight against climate changes, which aims to reduce greenhouse gas emis-

sions to the level that will limit the temperature growth at global level un-

der 2оC. After that, the demand for socially responsible investments of in-

stitutional and other investors has grown significantly. High demand for 

green bonds facilitates their sale in the primary market, but also makes 

difficult their purchase in the secondary market. In this regard, mostly a 

small supply of green bonds in the secondary market enables investors to 

sell them at higher prices compared to conventional bonds. (Echo Kaixi 

Wang, 2018, p. 472). In this regard, stock exchanges represent important 

actors in the development of the green bond market, because they can 

provide the liquidity of this market. Also, stock exchanges have a great 

role in providing regulated and transparent markets that trade green bonds 

(Berensmann, 2017; Laskowska, 2017, p. 75). In this regard, some devel-

oped world stock exchanges have created listings of green bonds (Table 1). 

Table 1. Stock Exchanges that have launched a dedicated green bond or 

sustainable bond section. 

Name of Stock Exchange Type of Dedicated Section Launch Date 

Oslo Stock Exchange Green bonds January 2015 

Stockholm Stock Exchange Sustainable Bonds June 2015 

London Stock Exchange Green bonds July 2015 

Shanghai Stock Exchange Green bonds March 2016 

Mexico Stock Exchange Green bonds August 2016 

Luxembourg Stock Exchange Luxembourg Green Exchange September 2016 

Borsa Italiana Green and Social Bonds March 2017 

Taipei Stock Exchange Green bonds May 2017 

Johanesburg Stock Exchange Green bonds October 2017 

Japan Exchange Group Green and Social Bonds January 2018 

Vienna Exchange Green and Social Bonds March 2018 

Nasdaq Helsinki Sustainable Bonds May 2018 

Nasdaq Copenhagen Sustainable Bonds May 2018 

Nasdaq Baltic Sustainable Bonds Maj 2018 

The International Stock Exchange Green bonds November 2018 

Frankfurt Stock Exchange Green bonds November 2018 

Moscow Exchange Sustainable Bonds August 2019 

Euronext Green bonds November 2019 

Source: https://www.climatebonds.net/green-bond-segments-stock-exchanges 

https://www.climatebonds.net/green-bond-segments-stock-exchanges
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To date, several stock indexes of green bonds have been created, of which 

the most famous are Solactive Green Bond Index Series (the first index of 

this type in the world), S&P Green Bond Index and ChinaBond China 

Climate-Aligned Bond Index. Based on index of green bonds in practice, 

financial products were created, i.e. ETFs (e.g. Lyxor Green Bond UCITS 

ETF) and structural products. Such market structure stimulates invest-

ments and increases liquidity of the green bond market (Laskowska, 

2017, p. 75). 

Index providers may give a significant support to the standardiza-

tion of green bonds by including or excluding issuers from their indices 

pursuant to certain rules. In this way Index providers of green bonds certi-

fy and constantly monitor green bond issues. Important indices of green 

bonds have been published by Barclays MSCI, Bank of America Merrill 

Lynch, S&P and Solactive (Berensmann, 2017). 

THE PROCESS OF STANDARDIZATION OF GREEN BONDS 

One of the important limitations of further development of the 

green bond market is insufficient level of transparency (Ludvigsen, 

2015). As a response to the increasing concern regarding transparency of 

green bonds, International Capital Markets Association ICMA published 

in 2014 with other with other major investment banks Green Bond Prin-

ciples (GBPs) (Green Bond how to unlock their full potential?; Talbot, 

2017, p. 137). Since then GBPs have been updated twice (last time in 

2017) (Echo Kaixi Wang, 2018, p. 475). The release of Green Bond Prin-

ciples (GBPs), which encompasses a consortium of more than 200 finan-

cial and non-financial institutions, solidified the emergence of green 

bonds (Josué Banga, 2019, p.19). GBPs have a key role in providing 

basic principles because most of other standards are based on them (Urlik 

Ross, 2015; Berensmann, 2017). GBPs represent “voluntary process 

guidelines” that describe the general criteria which most certification pro-

grams adhere to (Ehlers & Packer, 2017), i.e. GBPs represent a set of 

voluntary guidelines on the process and management that put emphasis 

on transparency and openness as means of maintaining integrity of mar-

ket (Nassiry, 2018, p. 2). These principles provide the future issuers with 

guidelines on: the use of assets for environmentally sustainable activities, 

the process of determining the eligibility of projects, managing assets in a 

transparent way that can be traced and checked and the annual reporting 

on the use of assets (Ehlers & Packer, 2017). Hence, according to GBPs 

for a bond to be green it must meet the conditions related to the use of 

funds, it must pass the process of evaluation and election of projects, 

there must be a system of managing assets from bonds and it must be 

harmonized with the conditions of reporting (Echo Kaixi Wang, 2018, p. 

476). In this regard, GBPs have four main components related to green 
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bonds, and those are: use of proceeds, process for project evaluation and 

selection, management of proceeds, and reporting (Scott M. Stringer, 

2014, p.4; Talbot, 2017, p. 138; Nassiry, 2018, p. 2). The first component 

forms the basis of green bonds. There are a few categories of green pro-

jects with clear benefits for the sustainability of environment. These are 

the projects related to renewable energy sources, efficient waste man-

agement, “clean” traffic and mitigation of climate changes. The purpose 

of the “use of proceed” component is for the issuer to state clearly in the 

process of bond issuance pertaining to the use of funds. The separation of 

this component helps to quantify the value of the environmental utility of 

the project and promotes transparency and accountability of the issuer. 

Within the second component the issuer should describe in detail the pro-

cedure used during qualifying the project as “green”. Also, the issuer 

should present the goals of environmental sustainability of the project. 

This component emphasizes the role of GBPs in increasing the transpar-

ency of green bond markets and allows the external insight into the pro-

cedure of evaluation and selection of the project. Within the component 

“management of proceeds” the issuer is demanded to pay a certain 

amount of assets onto a sub-account. According to GBPs the issuers 

should use this sub-account from time to time in order to monitor the use 

of the proceeds from green bonds and the realization of predetermined 

goals of environmental sustainability. The information related to this sub-

account must be available to the investors in order to provide a high level 

of transparency. Also, GBPs encourage the use of auditing services and 

similar third parties in order to verify the internal way of monitoring and 

allocation of assets arising from green bonds. The fourth component of 

GBPs is related to the reporting demand. This demand obliges the issuers 

of green bond to make an annual report with available and updated data 

on using proceed. According to the data of Climate Bonds Initiative, al-

most 80% of issuers make public the report on using assets raised by the 

sale of green bonds. The highest level of publicity is available with green 

bonds, the issuers of which are countries, state banks, and commercial 

banks. (Climate Bonds Initiative, 2017b, pp. 2–8). 

According to GBPs, there are nine broad categories that meet the 

conditions of environmental projects: renewable energy sources, energy 

efficiency, prevention and control of pollution, environmentally sustaina-

ble management of living natural resources and use of land, preservation 

of biodiversity on land and in water, clean traffic, sustainable manage-

ment of water and waste waters, adaptation to climate changes, environ-

mentally efficient product and/or a product adjusted to circular economy 

and environmental structures satisfying certification standards at regional, 

national and international levels (Echo Kaixi Wang, 2018, p. 476). 

GBPs are not the only set of standards related to green bonds. Cli-

mate Bonds Initiative promotes the growth of the green bond market 
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through introduction of Climate Bonds Standard and Certification 

Scheme (CBSCS) (Talbot, 2017, p. 142; Echo Kaixi Wang, 2018, p. 477). 

CBSCS encompasses the previously defined GBPs, but further expands 

these guidelines. In this regard, CBSCS defines several different stand-

ards specific for the given sector of which each has been developed in 

such way to secure consistently respecting the principle that the growth of 

global temperature must be less than 2°C (Nassiry, 2018, p. 2). The cur-

rent version of CBSCS covers the projects dealing with wind energy, so-

lar energy, geothermal energy, structures with low carbon issuance and 

with fast bus transportation systems. Also, CBSCS states several stand-

ards related to traffic with low carbon issuance, bioenergetics and water 

management. Each of these standards states various criteria the issuers 

must meet in order to have their climate bonds certified (Talbot, 2017, p. 

143). However, the use of CBSCS has one big limitation, and that is that 

it does not order obligatory permanent monitoring and verification (Eh-

lers & Packer, 2017). 

The issuers of green bonds mostly cannot secure full transparency 

of the investment that is offered so that a large number of third persons 

provides the second opinion and certifies the use of assets from issuances. 

The investors appreciate these opinions because they know that inde-

pendent advisors (consulting firms) such as CICERO, Vigeo Eiris, SUS-

TAINALYTICS, OEKOM, etc. do not have interest in the realization of 

green bond issuances (Urlik Ross, 2015; Nassiry, 2018, p. 6). In addition 

to the stated consulting agencies, famous rating agencies, such as 

Moody’s and S&P, have since 2016 started to perform the evaluation of 

green bonds. In early 2016, Moody’s introduced a standardized access to 

the evaluation of green bonds – the services of Green Bond Assessment 

(GBA) and research – independently from credit rating whereby the esti-

mation is based on five factors: (1) organization (qualification and man-

agement), (2) use of assets, (3) openness regarding the use of assets, 

(4) management of assets, and (5) permanent reporting and openness 

(Nassiry, 2018, p. 5). Also, the agency for credit rating Standard & Poor’s 

proposed in 2016 a tool for the evaluation of green bonds with the aim of 

"giving a second opinion and the relative score of the environmental im-

pact on capital market instruments aimed at financing environmentally 

useful projects." According to S&P, environmental evaluation does not 

represent credit rating and does not take into account credit quality or fac-

tor when establishing credit rating. Environmental evaluation is based on 

three scores – transparency score, management score and damage mitiga-

tion score (environmental impact), or the adaptation score (resilience lev-

el) (Nassiry, 2018, p. 5). Following the example of Moody’s and S&P, 

later a third large rating agency, Fitch Ratings, joined these activities. 

In addition to international standards, there are standards (informal 

regulations and guidelines) adopted at the national level that are related to 
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green bonds, for example in China, India, Brasil, and France (Berens-

mann, 2017; Echo Kaixi Wang, 2018, p. 477). In China, green finances 

make up a significant part of national strategy (Yao Wang & Ricco 

Zhang). In September 2016 The People’s Bank of China (PBC) pub-

lished, together with the minister of finance and environmental protec-

tion, National commission for development and reforms (NCDR) and the 

commissions for banking, insurance, and securities, the Guidelines for the 

establishment of the system of green finances (Nassiry, 2018, p.14). On 

the other hand, in the USA the regulations on issuance of green bonds ex-

ist only in form of non-binding international guidelines (Echo Kaixi 

Wang, 2018). In this regard, in order to intensify the development of 

green bonds in future it is necessary to harmonize the existing interna-

tional and national standards. Harmonized standards increase the trans-

parency of bond “greenness” and help the investors to make a clear dif-

ference between green and non-green bonds (Berensmann, 2017). Also, 

harmonized standards reduce the risk of “greenwashing” and that is the 

risk that the assets from green bonds are not used for financing environ-

mental projects. Greenwashing is mostly defined as false and insincere 

concern for the environment (Ludvigsen, 2015). This manipulation occurs 

when the issuer promotes environmental projects in order to raise assets 

on the market of green bonds, and in fact it does business that is harmful 

for the environment. In this regard, greenwashing can have a very nega-

tive impact on the trust of investors in green bonds and in such way 

thwart the development of this market (Talbot, 2017, p. 129; Josué 

Banga, 2019, p. 27).  

TYPES AND CATEGORIES OF GREEN BONDS 

Bearing in mind that there is no universal definition of green bonds, it 

is very hard to make a unique classification of green bonds. Apart from that, 

having in mind that there is a large number of green projects that can be 

financed by green bonds, the criteria for division of green bonds can be very 

diverse. In Table 2, six sectors were displayed within which the green 

projects were stated, i.e. areas that can be financed by green bonds. Based on 

stated areas general systematization of green bonds has been done.  

Similar to the systematization presented in Table 2, World Bank 

and International Finance Corporation published their criteria for project 

qualification with the emphasis on climate changes. World Bank has fi-

nanced projects of clear energy sources like solar and wind power plants, 

as well as the projects of mitigating damage such as protection from 

floods, while International Finance Corporation has financed projects of 

renewable energy sources and energy efficiency (Scott M. Stringer, 2014, 

p.2). In this regard, it can be said that significant support to the develop-

ment of global market of green bonds is provided by “supranational” 
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banks for development (Scott M. Stringer, 2014, p.3). For example, 

World Bank has financed, by means of green bond issuance, the projects 

of solar and hydro power plants in China, projects of geothermal energy 

in Indonesia, projects of energy efficient lighting in Mexico, sustainable 

railway transportation in Brazil, ecological buses in the Philippines, water 

treatment plants in the Dominican Republic, development of solutions for 

solid waste in Morocco, organic cultivation in Armenia, innovative agri-

cultural studies in Peru and plans of infrastructure resistant to climate 

changes (Trompeter, 2017).  

Table 2. Systematization of green bonds 

Energetics Traffic 
Water 

management 

Control of waste 

and pollution 

Construction 

and industry 

Agriculture 

and forestry 

Solar energy, 

wind energy, 

bioenergetics, 

geothermal 

energy, 

hydro-

energetics, 

energy of 

waves, tides 

Traffic with 

low carbon 

issuance, 

electric 

vehicles, 

public 

transportation, 

water traffic, 

alternative 

fuels 

Green 

infrastructure, 

treatment of 

waste waters, 

desalination, 

improvement 

of 

infrastructure 

 

Recycling, 

production of 

organic 

fertilizer, 

circular 

economy, 

technology for 

carbon 

sequestration 

 

Environmental 

structures, 

systems for 

energy intake, 

energy 

efficient 

technology, 

projects of 

efficient 

technology, 

recovery of 

waste heat 

Afforestation, 

revegetation, 

organic 

agriculture, 

reduced use 

of fertilizers, 

efficiency of 

intensive 

agriculture, 

land 

remediation 

Source: Laskowska, 2017, p. 72 

However, in addition to supranational development banks, other is-

suers are increasingly appearing in the green bond market. In this regard, 

according to the type of issuer and the structure seven types of green 

bonds can be distinguished: (OECD & Bloomberg Philanthropies, 2015, 

p. 12) 

▪ corporate bond, 

▪ project bond, 

▪ asset-backed security, 

▪ municipal bond, 

▪ sovereign bond, 

▪ supranational bond, 

▪ financial sector bond. 

Hence, green bonds are a very flexible financial instrument. Flexi-

bility of green bonds is reflected in the demands of issuers, possible types 

of issuances and conditions of issuances. In this regard, it is important to 

note that almost every organization can meet the conditions for issuance 

of green bonds (Thiam Hee Ng, Jacqueline Yujia Tao, 2016, p. 6). Also, 

it should be kept in mind that environmental investments are subject to 

financial risks related to uncertainty of expected effects and possible dif-
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ficulties in raising capital. In this regard, green bonds are often offered in 

insured or guaranteed form, as well as previous and hybrid bonds (Mar-

szałek & Daszyńska-Żygadło, 2016, p. 947). 

Based on the defined relation between the issuers and investors, 

but also the repayment method, four main types of green bonds can be 

distinguished, and these are:  

▪ Green Use of Proceeds Bonds, with which the issuers raise cap-

ital and repay interest to the investors during a certain period 

with funds from the investment project. Credit rating for bonds 

for the use of assets is the same for the issuer and the given 

bond;  

▪ Green Use of Proceeds Revenue Bonds, means the repayment 

to investors through guaranteed revenue flows, such as fees, 

charges and taxes; 

▪ Green Project Bonds, finance the projects in which the investor 

is directly exposed to project risk and has no right of recourse 

to the issuer; 

▪ Green Securitized Bonds finance the projects and use basic fi-

nancial instrument such as collateral. These financial instru-

ments are usually the source of the first repayment to the bond 

holders (Trompeter, 2017; Talbot, 2017, p. 140; Josué Banga, 

2019, p. 22). 

In addition to stated types, it is very important to note that there are 

also two categories of green bonds, and these are: green labeled bonds 

and green unlabeled bonds. The funds of green labeled bonds are used for 

financing green assets and the issuers label them as green. On the other 

hand, green unlabeled bonds finance environmental projects and promote 

the economy with low carbon issuance, but the issuers did not label them 

as “green” (Echo Kaixi Wang, 2018, p. 471). In other words, green la-

beled bonds represent the bonds placed onto the market as green bonds, 

while the sphere of green unlabeled bonds is reduced to the bonds used 

for environmental projects, but they are not placed onto the market as 

green bonds (Thiam Hee Ng, Jacqueline Yujia Tao, 2016, p. 6). 

DEVELOPMENT OF GREEN BONDS  

AT GLOBAL FINANCIAL MARKET  

Green bonds are increasingly popular fixed income securities, 

through which capital is raised for projects that have a positive impact on 

the environment. European Investment Bank (EIB) is the first institutions 

that issued in 2007 a green bond in the amount of USD 1 million in order 

to finance renewable energy projects around the world. A year later, 

World Bank (WB) issued the second green bond for financing projects of 

mitigating climate changes. Since then, the activities of these two multi-
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lateral developmental institutions as the issuers of green bonds were 

growing from year to year (Trompeter, 2017, pp. 4–5; Echo Kaixi Wang, 

2018, p. 474).  

Together with EIB and WB, the Nordic region is considered a pio-

neer in issuance of green bonds. Scandinavian Enskilda Banken (SEB) 

together with WB developed in 2008 a concept of green bonds as a re-

sponse to the demand of investors for introduction of investments related 

to climate changes. Since then the issuers from the Nordic region occupy 

a significant place in the issuance of green bonds, especially at the local 

level (Nassiry, 2018, p.1). Among leading issuers of green bonds in this 

region are the city of Gothenburg, Kommuninvest (Sweden), Kommunal-

banken (Norway), Kommunekredit (Denmark), and MuniFin (Finland) 

(Nassiry, 2018, p. 6). In 2013, the city of Gothenburg became the first 

city and the first Nordic issuer that issued a green bond in amount of 500 

million SEK (USD 77 million USD), of which the funds were used for fi-

nancing projects of public transportation, water management, energetic, 

and waste management (Nassiry, 2018, p. 8). 

Poland’s initial bond issue made it the first country in the world to 

raise green-labeled debt (Nassiry, 2018). It was followed by France, 

which issued €7bn of green bonds in January 2017, and Fiji, which be-

came the first emerging market to launch a green bond in October with a 

$50m deal (Kate Allen, Financial Times, 2018).  

China, as the largest producer of greenhouse gases in the world, is 

a very active participant in the market of green bonds (Echo Kaixi Wang, 

2018, p. 478). China has formally created the market of green bonds in 

late 2015, and since then the quantity and value of green bonds has been 

significantly increased in the observed area. From 2016 to 2018, the 

number of issued green bonds in China shows the trend of linear growth 

(Xiaoguang Zhou & Yadi Cui, 2019). Also, this type of debt financial in-

strument has continued the growth trend in the observed area during 

2019. By the end of the first half of 2019 China issued 908 green bonds. 

More than two-thirds of Chinese green bonds were issued in interbank 

markets, and the rest of green bonds were issued on the Shanghai or 

Shenzhen Stock Exchange. The example of China has empirically proven 

that the issuance of green bonds in the long run can have a positive im-

pact on attracting investors to invest in the shares of these companies, be-

cause the issuance of green bonds also contributes to the improvement of 

its financial performances. The number of green bonds issued on the 

Shenzhen Stock Exchange is far less than the number of bonds issued on 

the Shanghai Stock Exchange (Xiaoguang Zhou & Yadi Cui, 2019). Chi-

na Railway Corporation is one of the largest issuers of green bonds in the 

world. In 2017, this company had outstanding green bonds in the value of 

USD 222 billion, and they were issued for financing the development of 

high-speed railway network 22.000 km long (Laskowska, 2017, p. 78).    
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Hence, the market of green bonds has sharply risen in Europe and 

Asia, but also in the USA as the second largest producer of greenhouse 

gases in the world (Echo Kaixi Wang, 2018, p. 480). However, less than 

one-tenth of one percent of all outstanding bonds in the USA makes green 

bonds, which is, for example, much under the percentage present in 

Western Europe, China, India, and South Africa (Chiang, 2017, p. 5). The 

USA entered the market of green bonds in 2013 when Massachusetts is-

sued municipal green bonds in the amount of USD 100 million (KPMG, 

2015). The assets from these bonds were intended for the improvement of 

water quality, increase of energy efficiency, and solving pollution (Scott 

M. Stringer, 2014, p.3). After that, in November 2013, the Bank of Amer-

ica announced the sale of its first green bonds in order to finance fight 

against climate changes, the reduction of demand for natural resources 

and improvement of economic solutions with lower carbon issuance. The 

issuance in amount of USD 500 million was issued by the Bank of Amer-

ica within ten-year environmental initiative worth USD 50 million (Scott 

M. Stringer, 2014, p.3). So far, the largest issue of corporate green bonds 

in the observed area was realized by Apple, Inc.  (Echo Kaixi Wang, 

2018, p. 480). In 2019, Fannie Mae issued the first Green Mortgage 

Backed Securities (MBS) in amount of USD 22.9 billion, which is also 

the largest issue of green bonds in the world in that year (it represents 9% 

of the value of green bonds issued in 2019). 

Observed globally, there is an accelerated growth of the green 

bond market. After the first issuances by EIB and WB, numerous public 

and private institutions began to issue green bonds (Josué Banga, 2019, 

p.18). According to the database of Climate Bonds Initiative, non-profit 

organizations with the seat in London that promotes investments in econ-

omy with low carbon dioxide emissions, the total number of issued green 

bonds grew from one in 2007 to 1788 issued green bonds in 2019 issued 

by 496 issuers (Climate Bonds Initiative, 2019).  

Accelerated development of the green bond market followed the 

adoption of Green Bond Principle’s in 2014. Total annual value of green 

bond issuances grew from USD 3 billion in 2012 and USD 11 billion to 

USD 81 billion in 2016 (Nassiry, 2018, p.1). Also, during 2017, a great 

growth of this market has been achieved, green bonds in the amount of 

USD 155.5 billion were issued (Echo Kaixi Wang, 2018, p. 473; Nassiry, 

2018, p.1) (Climate Bonds Initiative, 2017c). Significant growth of the 

green bond market also followed in 2018 and 2019. During 2019 green 

bonds and green loans were issued in amount of USD 257.7 billion 

(around 95% of this amount are green bonds), which is a new record of 

the green bond market and represents the increase of 51% compared to 

2018 when this market was worth USD 170.6 billion (Climate Bonds Ini-

tiative, 2019). The USA, China, and France make up 44% of the green 

bond market issued during 2019 (Climate Bonds Initiative, 2019). How-
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ever, around 45% of total green bond turnover during 2019 was realized 

on European market, while the share of Asia-Pacific and North American 

markets was 25% and 23%, respectively. 

CONCLUSION 

Since the onset of the global financial crisis at the end of 2008, the 

issues of sustainable development have become increasingly important, 

and investors’ interest in green projects increased significantly. However, 

a more intensive development of green bonds was not possible before de-

fining more precise standards related to this segment of financial market. 

At the global level, there are two sets of standards related to the valuation 

of green bonds and provide guidelines for the issuance of these securities, 

as follows: Green Bond Principle’s (GBPs) and Climate Bonds Standard 

and Certification Scheme (CBSCS). Pursuant to the stated standards, in 

many countries, the regulations at the national level related to the green 

bond market were defined. However, the existing regulations in most na-

tions are adopted on a voluntary basis and represent non-binding guide-

lines for the development of green bond market. This can be problematic 

since an issuer may sell green unlabeled bonds in order to use special 

privileges and tax reliefs of such bond, and then perform greenwashing 

with bonds in the way that it will invest the assets for the purposes that 

are not in favor of environmental protection. In this regard, the lack of 

basic and final rules and definitions of green bonds slows down the de-

velopment of this market to a significant extent. 

Pursuant to the accelerated growth of green bond market, as a sup-

port to the process of standardizing these securities, stock exchanges from 

all parts of the world since 2015 have started to create separate listings for 

green bonds (e.g. London Stock Exchange, Frankfurt Stock Exchange, 

Euronext, Shanghai Stock Exchange, Japan Exchange Group, Johanes-

burg Stock Exchange and dr.). Also, some of these stock exchanges have 

created indices related to these debt instruments. Since 2016, famous 

world rating agencies S&P and Moody’s (later Fitch Ratings also) be-

came involved in the valuation of green bonds, too.   
Observed at the global level, the market of green bonds is most devel-

oped in the USA, China, and France. However, the USA and China are by 
far the biggest polluters of the environment, i.e. emitters of greenhouse 
gases. Pursuant to the Paris agreement from 2015 the most developed 
countries of the world obliged themselves to a fight against climate 
changes, i.e. to reduction of the emissions of greenhouse gases to a level 
that will limit the temperature growth at global level under 2оC. The Re-
public of Serbia ratified this agreement in May 2017. Also, in early 2020, 
the Republic of Serbia has adopted the Negotiation position for the Chap-
ter 27, the chapter related to environment and climate changes in the pro-
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cess of joining the European Union. In this regard, green bonds can be of 
a great significance as one of the ways of financing green projects in the 
observed area. 
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УЛOГA И ЗНAЧAJ ЗEЛEНИХ OБВEЗНИЦA  
НA СAВРEMEНOM  ФИНAНСИJСКOM TРЖИШTУ 

Драган Стојковић, Милена Јовановић-Крањец, Маја Луковић  

Универзитет у Крагујевцу, Економски факултет, Крагујевац, Србија 

 Резиме  

Oд нaстaнкa глoбaлнe финaнсиjскe кризe крajeм 2008. гoдинe, питaњa oдржи-

вoг рaзвoja пoстaлa су свe знaчajниja, a инвeститoри свe зaинтeрeсoвaниjи зa зeлe-

нe прojeктe. Meђутим, интeнзивниjи рaзвoj зeлeних oбвeзницa ниje биo мoгућ прe 

дeфинисaњa прeцизниjих стaндaрдa кojи сe oднoсe нa oвaj сeгмeнт финaнсиjскoг 

тржиштa. Нa глoбaлнoм нивoу пoстoje двa скупа стaндaрдa кojи сe oднoсe нa врeд-

нoвaњe зeлeних oбвeзницa и прeдстaвљajу смeрницe зa eмитoвaњe oвих хaртиja oд 

врeднoсти, a тo су: Green Bond Principle’s (GBPs) и Climate Bonds Standard and 

Certification Scheme (CBSCS). У склaду сa нaвeдeним стaндaрдимa, у мнoгим зeм-

љaмa су нa нaциoнaлнoм нивoу дeфинисaни прoписи кojи сe oднoсe нa тржиштe 

зeлeних oбвeзницa. Meђутим, пoстojeћи прoписи сe кoд вeћинe нaциja дoнoсe нa 

дoбрoвoљнoj бaзи и прeдстaвљajу нeoбaвeзнe смeрницe зa рaзвoj тржиштa зeлeних 

oбвeзницa. To мoжe бити прoблeмaтичнo, пoштo нeки eмитeнт мoжe прoдaти зe-

лeнe oбвeзницe дa би искoристиo пoсeбнe пoвлaстицe и пoрeскe oлaкшицe тaквих 

oбвeзницa, a зaтим извршити еко-манипулацију (greenwashing) тaкo штo ћe срeд-

ствa инвeстирaти у сврхe кoje нe иду у кoрист зaштити живoтнe срeдинe. С тим у 

вeзи, нeдoстaтaк oснoвних и прaвoснaжних прaвилa и дeфинициja зeлeних oбвeз-

ницa у знaчajнoj мeри успoрaвa рaзвoj oвoг тржиштa.  

У склaду сa убрзaним рaстoм тржиштa зeлeних oбвeзницa, a кao пoдршкa прo-

цeсу стaндaрдизaциje oвих хaртиja oд врeднoсти, бeрзe из свих дeлoвa свeтa су oд 

2015. гoдинe пoчeлe дa крeирajу пoсeбнe листингe зa зeлeнe oбвeзницe (нпр. 

London Stock Exchange, Frankfurt Stock Exchange, Euronext, Shanghai Stock 

Exchange, Japan Exchange Group, Johanesburg Stock Exchange и др.). Taкoђe, нeкe 

oд oвих бeрзи су осмислиле и индeксe кojи сe oднoсe нa oвe дужничкe инструмeн-

тe. Oд 2016. гoдинe, и пoзнaтe свeтскe рejтинг-aгeнциje S&P и Moody’s (кaсниje и 

Fitch Ratings) укључилe су сe у пoслoвe врeднoвaњa зeлeних oбвeзницa.   

Пoсмaтрaнo нa глoбaлнoм нивoу, тржиштe зeлeних oбвeзницa je нajрaзвиjeниje 

у СAД, Кини и Фрaнцускoj. Meђутим, СAД и Кинa су убeдљивo и нajвeћи зaгaђи-

вaчи живoтнe срeдинe, oднoснo eмитeри гaсoвa сa eфeктoм стaклeнe  бaштe. У 

склaду сa Спoрaзумoм из Пaризa из 2015. гoдинe, нajрaзвиjeниje зeмљe свeтa су сe 

oбaвeзaлe нa бoрбу прoтив климaтских прoмeнa, oднoснo нa смaњeњe eмисиja гa-

сoвa сa eфeктoм стaклeнe бaштe нa нивo кojи ћe oгрaничити рaст тeмпeрaтурe нa 

глoбaлнoм нивoу испoд 2оC. Рeпубликa Србиja je рaтификoвaлa oвaj спoрaзум 

мaja 2017. гoдинe. Taкoђe, Рeпубликa Србиja je у прoцeсу приступaњa Eврoпскoj 

униjи пoчeткoм 2020. гoдинe усвojилa Прeгoвaрaчку пoзициjу зa Пoглaвљe 27, 

пoглaвљe кoje сe oднoси нa живoтну срeдину и климaтскe прoмeнe. С тим у вeзи, 

зeлeнe oбвeзницe мoгу бити oд вeликoг знaчaja кao jeдaн oд нaчинa финaнсирaњa 

зeлeних прojeкaтa нa пoсмaтрaнoм пoдручjу. 


